At Your Door Special Collection
A customized, turnkey solution for your community
The missing link of your recycling program
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THINK GREEN.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Trends

Regulatory Environment Increasing

• “Municipalities should try to partner with the solid waste disposal services in their communities for help with public education.”
  - US EPA on special waste

Community Environmental Awareness

• Residents are increasingly concerned of how to dispose of Household Generated Special Materials due to environmental & community health implications
Implications

Residents look to community leaders for unique recycling and proper disposal solutions.

Without a proper disposal method, residents may illegally dump or dispose of these materials and possibly pollute their environment.

- Illegally discarded chemicals can cause groundwater and soil pollution
- 1 quart of motor oil that seeps into groundwater can pollute 250,000 gallons of water - National Resource Council

Residents are at risk from improper storage of special materials in the home.
Possibilities

• Do nothing
  • Take the environmental, financial, and community health risks associated with illegal dumping and improper disposal

• Utilize HHW drop off facilities

• Work with an experienced leader in the proper handling of Home Generated Special Materials
Waste Management Provides a Total Solution

Experience & Specialization
  • Reputable, safe, well established, with first class references.

Program Options
  • Customized program solutions to meet your needs

Extensive Reporting Capabilities
  • Comprehensive monthly snapshot of special waste diversion activities to help meet reporting requirements

Diversion & Recycling
  • The missing piece of your recycling program

Environmental Protection
  • Valuable community program for the greater good
  • Unique recycling program to increase community’s environmental profile

Value of a Total Solution
  • An essential community service for a great value
Simple & Convenient

Turnkey program that is easy for residents & local government staff

- Participant contacts At Your Door Special Collection service
- Material quantity discussed, collection date set, kit is mailed
- On specific collection date, materials are collected directly from the home
- Most items collected are recycled
- Materials are taken to a facility
- Trained technician securely collects and stores materials for transport

Waste Management will manage all aspects of the At Your Door program:
- Customer Service
- Implementation
- Collection
- Reporting capabilities to local government
- Public education (may be shared based on available communication channels)
Experience & Specialization

Safe & environmentally responsible collection of home generated special materials is our main focus

• Experience is key to keeping your community safe

• The first program of its kind, At Your Door program has FOCUSED on management of home generated special materials collected directly from homes

• Program has served hundreds of thousands of homes since 1995 and currently manages programs for dozens of municipalities in many states

• Competition doesn’t have the same experience or safety standards

1. Includes when the program was under different ownership.
Extensive Reporting Capabilities
Tracking diversion & recycling rates

- Proprietary AYDNet gathers info on materials collected to provide comprehensive diversion reports.
- Designed to assist with community reporting requirements
- Continually improving service through feedback survey cards & consolidated reporting
Value of a Total Solution

The At Your Door service provides all residents with an essential community program at a great value.

• Makes it easy for residents to get hard-to-recycle items out of the home

• Ready access to convenient and easy collection opportunity whenever they need it year-round, preventing need for disposal or transportation
Acceptable Items for Collection

**Automotive products**
Antifreeze, batteries, brake fluid, motor oil and filters, fuels and more

**Garden Chemicals**
Fertilizers, herbicides, insect sprays, pesticides and weed killers

**Household Chemicals**
Ammonia, heavy-duty cleaners, naval jelly, strippers and tile remover

**Paint Products**
Caulk, glue, paint, stripper, stain, thinner, and wood preservative

**Electronics**
TV’s, computers, monitors, keyboards, DVD players, VHS players, microwaves and cell phones

**Swimming Pool Chemicals**
Chlorine tablets and liquid, pool acid and stabilizer (limitations in certain areas)

**Universal materials**
Batteries, lamps, thermometers and more

We do not accept ammunition, pharmaceuticals, explosives, asbestos, pressurized cylinders, tires or any materials in unlabeled or leaking containers. We do not accept materials from businesses through our residential program and materials must be in sealed, labeled containers. Please check with the At Your team before including Swimming Pool Chemicals in your proposal. Additional restrictions may apply.
Questions?